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Abstract: 
Human divers are exposed to health and safety risks every time 
they perform subsea activities like inspection and manipula- 
tion work and are also limited in their practical depth. Con- 
sequently, underwater robots have filled that role with varying 
degrees of success. Directly teleoperated via a tether, Remotely 
Operated Vehicles (ROVs) possessing no autonomy and have 
become the norm subsea. Their smarter cousins - Autonomous 
Underwater vehicles (AUVs) - have no umbilical but until 
now, have had several drawbacks of their own: preprogrammed 
missions without the option for operators to intervene while 
lacking any manipulation capability to accomplish ROV-style 
tasks. This presentation presents a third option: an autono- 
mous underwater robotic vehicle called Aquanaut. Aquanaut’s 
novel, shape-shifting morphology gives it the ability to conduct 
long-range, efficient transit while also hovering with full atti- 
tude control for stable, in-close manipulation tasks. As a tether- 
less, subsea, transformable robot, Aquanaut is able to perform 
subsea services like inspection, maintenance, repair, etc using 
powerful subsea perception techniques and machine learning 
strategies that enable autonomous behaviors for manipulation. 
This new type of subsea vehicle is enabled by a NASA-inspired 
spaceflight robotics command and control (C2) architecture 
that offers the latest in autonomous behaviors yet provides op- 
erators the flexibility of user-in-the-loop control over low data 
rates, thereby eliminating the need for costly top side infra- 
structure and mission-limiting tethers. This presentation will 
introduce Aquanaut’s underwater perception system, learning 
principals and training techniques also discussing the manip- 
ulation and grasping autonomy that allows Aquanaut’s high 
degree of self-sufficiency and self-directedness for subsea envi- 
ronments. 
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